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Let R denote a simply connected domain in the complex plane and let K[n] be 
the collection of all entire functions of exponential type whose Laplace transforms 
are analytic on R’, the complement of R with respect to the sphere. Define a 
sequence of functionals (L,t on Klf2] by 
where I; denotes the Laplace transform of f, TC R is a simple closed contour 
chosen so that F is analytic outside and on r, and g, is analytic on R. The specific 
functionals considered by this paper are patterned after the Lidstone functions, 
L,,(J) = f”“‘(0) and L ?“+ ,df) = f”“‘(l). in that their sequence of generating 
functions ( g, 1 are “periodic.” Set g,,“_,(c) = h,(C) c”“, where p is a positive integer 
and each h, (k = 0, l,..., p - 1) is analytic on R. We find necessary and sufticient 
conditions for f E k[R] with L,(J) = 0 (n = 0, I,...). DeMar previously was able to 
find necessary conditions [ 7). Next, we generalize (L”] in several ways and find 
corresponding necessary and sufftcient conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K denote the set of all entire functions of exponential type; i.e., entire 
functions whose Laplace (Borel) transforms are analytic and zero at infinity. 
If R is a simply connected domain in the complex plane, let K[R] denote the 
class of all f in K whose Laplace transforms are analytic on 0, the 
complement of Q with respect to the sphere. We shall use F to denote the 
Laplace transform of J 
We are concerned with sequences (L,} of linear functionals defined on a 
set K[f2] by 
(1.1) 
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where g,, is analytic on R and f‘c: Q is a simple closed contour chosen so 
that I: is analytic outside and on I’. We shall consider the particular case in 
which the sequence ( g,,} has a type of periodicity. The problem to be 
considered for these functionals is that of determining necessary and 
sufftcient conditions on the functions f in K(RI for which L,(S) vanishes 
for all n. The case in which the zero function is the only such f in K[fij is 
of special interest; in this case Klf?] is called a uniqueness class for (f.,} or 
for ( g, }, where the two sequences are related by (1, I ). Much work has been 
done on finding uniqueness classes for sequences {g,}, where 
g,,(C) = I WOI” f or some function W. See 11-3, 5, 6, 8, 11 I. 
The specific functionals considered here are modeled after the Lidstone 
functionals, &,(f) = f”‘(0) and L,, , ,(f) = ft2@( l), and some 
generalizations like Poritsky’s functionals [ 12 I, L,, + ,cf) = f’pn’(ak), and 
Gontcharoff s functionals [ 9 1, L,, , k(f) = f (pn * k)(ak). These functionals 
have been studied by Buck [2. 31 and Macintyre [ 111, and their 
generalizations by DeMar [ 7 1. Buck’s method involved interpolation series, 
Macintyre represented F in terms of the points ak, and DeMar represented F 
as a ratio of two determinants from which much of the form of F and, 
therefore, f can be determined. 
The main purpose of this study is the improvement and generalization of a 
theorem by DeMar 17 1. Let p denote a positive integer and let a denote a 
primitive pth root of unity. A domain D will be called p-symmetric if 
aD=D,whereaD={aoIwED}. 
DEMAR’S THEOREM. Let D be a p-symmetric simply connected domain. 
Let (L, } be a sequence of linear functionals defined on K[ D I by 
L p.+,(f)=&), ~p”hk(6-)F(<)d~ (k = 0, l,.... p - 1; n = 0 ,... ), (1.2) 
r 
where each h, is analytic on D and TC D is a simple closed contour such 
that F is analytic outside and on T. Let E be the matrix (h&), where 
h& = hjp’(0) and suppose det E # 0. Let d(C) = det(h,,(C)), where hkq(C) = 
h,(aqc’r) (k 4 = 0, l,..., p - 1). Let D be a simply connected domain contained 
in D. Then f in K(Q] and I,,,(f) =0 (n = 0, l,...) implies that f can be 
written as a finite linear combination of the functions zr-‘ebr, where p is a 
zero of A([) in R other than the origin having order r. 
Our main result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for $ to be in 
K[R] with L,(f) = 0 (n = 0, l,...). We use the notation and assumptions 
from DeMar’s theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Zf det E # 0, then f in K[Q] and L,(f) = 0 (n = 0, I,...) if 
and only tff is a finite linear combination of the functions 
r-l P--I 
\‘ 2 x aj,eu’4z. 
,-o I-O 
where b # 0 is a zero of order r in R of A(<) and 
(1.3) 
r I 
\- .i 
-0 
P-1 
.i=r f 
\;‘ aj,hf&“(a’P) &“-” = 0 
ICI 
(t = 0, l,..., r- l;k=O, l,...,p- 1) 
(1.4) 
with aj, = 0 (j = 0, l,..., r - 1) if a’fi is not in R. 
DeMar has proved a result similar to the sufficient portion of Theorem 1 
but only for the case in which A(c) doesn’t have multiple zeros. See Theorem 
4 171. We show how Theorem 1 applies in the case of the Lidstone 
functionals to prove a result originally obtained by Schoenberg [ 14). For the 
Lidstone functionals p = 2, ho(<) = 1, h,(c) = et, f2 = complex plane, 
( g,(c)) = (r), and A(c) = -2 sinh <. The zeros of A([) other than the origin 
are fnzi (n = 1,2,...) each of which is simple. Applying (1.4) we find 
f ‘zn’(0) = 0 and f (*“)( 1) = 0 (n = 0, l,...) if and only if f is a finite linear 
combination of the functions sin(nnz) (n = 1,2,...). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We use an approach which the author developed previously for solving 
uniqueness problems. See [4, 51. We shall use the terminology and theorems 
in these papers. Before proving Theorem 1 we state an intermediate result 
whose proof follows from the definition of dual operator. The dual of the 
operator T will be denoted by T’. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q and A be simple connected domains and let {T,} a E A 
be a family of continuous linear operators from H(O) to H(A). Suppose K]0] 
is a uniqueness class for { g,} and for Id,,}, then the following conditions on f 
in K[A ] are equicalent. 
(i) (T,(g,),f>=O foreachaEA;n=O, l,.... 
(ii) (T,(d,,), f) = 0 for each a E A; n = 0, l,.... 
(iii) 7’:(J) = 0 for each a E A. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (Necessity). Let Tk: H(D) --+ H(D) be defined by 
ITk(y)l(C) = hk(OlyK) + r(4) + ‘.. + ~(a”-‘01 (k = 0, l,..., p - 1). 
Thus, Tk corresponds to m(w. [) = h,J~)l&” + E”(~.’ + + e”” ‘rtiJ] in the 
sense of 3.3 in 15 1 and is, therefore, continuous. Then if s,,(c) = r 
(I? = 0. l,...) jr,@,,)](r) = ph,([) en and T,(S,) = 0 if p does not divide 11. 
If L,,(J) = 0 (n = 0. I,...) and f E K[J~] we apply DeMar’s theorem to 
conclude that f must be a finite linear combination of the functions zr ‘eB’, 
where ,0 # 0 is a zero of A(<) in R of order >r. Observe that if b is a zero of 
A([) in D then for each I = 0. l,...,p - I, a’/I is a zero of A(<) in D of the 
same order. Noting condition (iii) of Lemma 2 consider the effect of the dual 
operators T; on the functions 
r- I P- ’ 
fo(z) = x zj ,& uj,ea”‘, 
j-0 
where p# 0 is a zero of .A([) in Q. Thus, 
IUh)l(~> =&jr h,(#e’” + eo3w + ... + ed 13wl 
[ 
r-l P-1 
x x j! x Uj,/(C - a’py’+  &, 
j-0 / =n I 
where l-c D encloses a’/I for each I = 0, l,..., p - 1. We can write 
r-1 P-1 
h&) x j! x uj, 
jr0 I=0 I 
(( - a’py+ 
= 
where for each I and j the first sum is analytic outside and on f with value 0 
at co while the second sum is analytic inside and on II So, 
ITi(f +Jr [e’” + enlw + ‘.. + edm’3wJ 
r-l P- 1 !. hpya’p) 
x T’ j! \’ ai, \ 
,To ,zj - ------I 
n. I 
(L+f’py” 
n=O 
r-1 P- 1 j7 g.ya’j3) 
= x j! x Ujl 1 
j-0 I-0 nTo n!(j- n)! 
x &-n[,a’bw + d -nea“‘Ow + ,,. + & n)(~--I)~a”p ‘Owl. 
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Set 
Z,q,(W) = pbw + &$“bw + + (+(P IJp’+“- ‘40, 
(l = 0, l)...) p - 1: f = 0, l)..., r - 1). 
Then 
IG(f,)lW 
r-1 r-l 
= y z j! \ p;l ~j,W’@[P) t 
,yo (j- t)! r! ‘*’ 
(w). w, 
I.70 j-1 
r-1 r-1 . 
=x x 
I=0 j=f 0 
; pi’ uj,h~-“(a’P) fda”p-‘)20 [(co) 
I-O 
r-1 r-1 
= T;‘ O’ZoJ(0) 1 
tro 0 
j F’ 
j=* r I?? 
(J,,h!y(a’P) (-p-I) G 0 
implies that 
(t = 0, I,..., r - 1; k = 0, l,..., p - 1) 
with aj, = 0 (j = 0, I,..., r - 1) if a’/? is not in 0. The necessity follows from 
Lemma 2 since if f is a finite linear combination of the fe’s corresponding 
to different p)s (mod a) and L,(f) = 0 then the coeffkients of the linearly 
independent functions o’z,,,(o, /.?) must be zero. 
(Sufficiency) By the proof of the necessity, if 
and 
(r = 0, l,..., r - 1; k = 0, l,..., p - 1), where /3 # 0 is a zero of A([) in 8, then 
i”i(f& = 0 (k = 0, I,..., p - 1). If f is any finite linear combination of fa’s, 
then 7’:(f) = 0 (k = 0, I,..., p - 1) and application of Lemma 2 yields the 
desired result. Q.E.D. 
We note that Theorem I holds if the sequence of functionals (L,,} is 
replaced by either (K]Q] denotes a uniqueness class for ( g, 1) 
L;,,,,(f)= &pm.(i) t g,(aO+ ." + &da"- 'W(WC (2.1) I 
or 
(k=O, I ,.... p- l;n=O, I,... j. 
The proof for the functionals {I,;} is the same as that given while the proof 
for (2.2) just requires an additional application of Lemma 2. 
If we set al, = 0 for j # 0, then the determinant of the coefficient matrix of 
the resulting system of equations for a,, (f = 0, I,..., p - 1) is A@?). Hence 
the resulting set of equations has a non-trivial solution whenever p # 0 is a 
zero of d(c) and there is a function f in K[DJ with f # 0 and 7’:(f) = 0 
(k = 0, l,..., p - 1) whenever there is a zero of A([) in D other than the 
origin. We have justified the following uniqueness result. See Example I. 
COROLLARY 3. Lel D be a p-symmetric, simply connected domain and 
assume h, (k = 0: l,..., p - I ) are functions analytic on D. Suppose K[ D J is 
a uniqueness class for (g,}. Define (L’,} us in (2.1) and (Lt} as in (2.2), 
and A(l) and E as in DeMar’s Theorem. Assume det E # 0. Then f in K [ D 1 
and either L;(f) = 0 (n = 0, l,...) or L;(f) = 0 (n = 0, I,...) implies f = 0 if 
and only if the origin is the on14 zero of A(c) in D. 
If Q c D is a simply connected domain (not p-symmetric) it is clear from 
Theorem 1 that f in K[l2] and either L;(f) = 0 (n = 0, l,...) or L,“(f) = 0 
(n = 0, l,...) implies f = 0 whenever the origin is the only zero of A(<) in 0. 
Note that is possible for there to exist a zero of A(c) other than the origin in 
0 and still have f in K]n] and either L;(f)=0 (n=O, l,...) or L;:(f)=0 
(n = 0, I,...) imply f = 0. 
3. SOME EXAMPLES 
The first example was studied by DeMar (71. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let p = 2, h,(C) = sin [ + I, h,(c) = 2 sin’[ + sin [-- I, and 
g,(c) = c (n = 0, l,...). In this case the linear functionals are given by 
L,,(f) = fczn)(0) - i(f ‘2n)(i) - f”“‘(-i))/2 
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and 
LZn+ ,(f) = -I(f ‘2n)(2i) + f’*“‘(-2i)) + i(f”“‘(i) - f”“‘(-i))l/2. 
By the choice of h,. h, , and ( g,} we can let D be the finite plane. The 
function d(c) = -4 sin ccos’ c so it has simple zeros at C = *nn (n = 0, I,...) 
and double zeros at t;= f(2n - 1) 7r/2 (n = 1,2,...). From Theorem 1 we 
conclude that J E K(D 1 and L 2,,+k(f) = 0 (k = 0, 1) if and only if f is a 
finite linear combination of the functions sinh nxz (n = f 1. *2,...) and 
e(4n- I)nz’? ,e -(4,-t I)rrZ’ 2, Ze(4n- I)nz;Z, ze- (4ni I)n.-‘2 (n = 0, *I,...). If R c D is 
a simply connected domain which does not contain a point of the form < = 
(4n - 1) x/2 or c = (4n + 1) 71/2 and does not contain both points C = nz and 
(t = -m for any n = 1, 2,..., then K[G] is a uniqueness class for (L,}. 
EXAMPLE 2. This example provides an extension of Poritsky’s 
functionals mentioned in Section 1. Set p = 2, IQ(<) = eaks (a, # a,), 
s,(C) = ens, and D = {<=x + iy ) 1~1 < n). It is well known that K[D] is a 
uniqueness class for (e”“}. Note that L*,,+&J = f(a, + n) + f(ak - n) and 
that A(() = e(Wul)S _ e-(OO-a~)s = 0 if and only if c= fmi/(u, -a,) 
(n=O, l,...). Thus, f in K[Q] for J2 c D and f(uk + n) +f(uk - n) =0 
(k = 0, 1) if and only if f is a finite linear combination of the functions 
enniz:(acl-ul) -e nTi’2no-r1i(ue-o’) (n = 0, l,...), where nni/(a,, - a,) is in R. 
4. FURTHER EXTENSIONS OF PERIODIC-TYPE FUNCTIONALS 
We can obtain more general linear functionals than those dealt with by 
Theorem 1 by applying certain operators to the sequences of functions 
VkK)l g,(C) + b?I(acJ + .” + g,w-’ c]} and (Irk(c) g,(cp)} which generate 
the functionals (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. Let T: H(A) + H(R) be a 
continuous linear operator with the property that T’: K[Ql -+ K[A] is one-to- 
one and onto K[Al. These operators are discussed in 14, 5). The identity 
operator on H(A), the operator r,: H(A) + H(A) defined by [T,(y))(c) = 
r(C) + CY (0, w h ere 0 is in A, and the operator which takes compositions by 
a function W which is analytic and univalent on R are examples of 
continuous linear operators whose dual operators are both one-to-one and 
onto. We shall use the above approach to generalize the functionals (L, ) 
studied by DeMar [7 1 defined by 
L pnt k(f) = (ht W”? f) (k = 0, l,..., p - 1; n = 0: l,... ), (4-l) 
where W is analytic and univalent on the simply connected domain 0. We 
shall consider composition operators specifically, but any other operator 
whose dual is one-to-one and onto may be applied in a similar fashion. We 
shall demonstrate later with the operator T, defined above. 
We assume that 0 is simply connected and that A = w(Q) is p- 
symmetric. Denote the inverse of W (analytic and univalent on a) which 
maps A one-to-one and onto R by Z(A). Because the dual operator lo the 
composition operator corresponding to W maps one-to-one and onto KlA 1, it 
preserves the predictability of the functions in KlQl for which the resulting 
sequence of functionals vanish. We generalize the functionals (4.1) in two 
ways. Define IL;,} and {Lp) on Kin] by 
L’ pn, kf) = (MN g,(W)) + s,(a(WK)) + ... + gn(aP ’ WC))Lf) 
(k = 0, I)..., p - 1; n = 0, l,... ). (4.2) 
and 
Gn+k(f) = MC) &(I wJIP),f) (k= 0, I,..., P - 1; n =o, l,...), (4.3) 
where each h, (k = 0, l,..., p - 1) is analytic on R. Let D = d/dl. 
THEOREM 4. Let Q, A, W, and Z be as described above and let 52, c R 
be a simply connected domain. Ser d(A) = det(h,,(l)), where hky@) = 
h,(Z(aql)). Assume det E f 0, where E = (h&) and h,& = (hko Z)‘@(O). Then 
f in Kl.0,) wifh either Lb(f)=0 (n = 0, l:...) or wifh L:(f) = 0 
(n = 0, l,...) if and only iff is a finite linear combination of the funcfions 
where ,fJ# 0 is a zero of order r of d(L) in 
r- 1 
\’ ’ 
-0 j=r f 
‘C’ a,j,(h, 0 Z)Ger) (a//j) a”P- ‘) = 0 
,Y, 
(f =O, l,... ,r- l;k=O, l,..., p- I), 
and ai, = 0 (j = 0, l,..., r- 1) ifa’/ is not in W(l2,). 
ProoJ Set IE,(r)J(C) = (r(C) + r(aC) + ... + r(a”-‘C)l. Let T: H(A)+ 
HW) be defined by IT( = v(WO) f or each 7 in H(A). By the definition 
ofT’.foreachk=O,l,..., p-l;n=O,l, . . . . (hk. (E,(g,)](W),f)=Oifand 
only if (hk(Z) EP( g,), T’(f )) = 0. By Theorem 1 (hk(Z) EP( g,), T’(f)) = 0 
(k = 0, l,..., p - 1; n = 0, l,...) if and only if T'(f) is a finite linear 
combination of the functions 
(4.5) 
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where p # 0 is a zero of A@) in IV@,) of order r and 
(t = 0, I)..., r - 1; k = 0, l,..., p - 1) 
and aj, = 0 (j = 0, l,..., r - 1) if a’p is not in W(f2,). Next, consider what 
functions f in K]n] are mapped by T’ to the functions (4.5). Since T’ maps 
one-to-one and onto K[A ] it has an inverse from K[A] to K[a], namely, the 
dual to the composition operator corresponding to Z(A). Let 13 denote this 
inverse. Consider the effect of 8 on f,(z) = z’eb’. From the integral represen- 
tation of 8 in (3.3) of [ 5 ] 
where r c A is a simple closed contour which encloses p. It follows that 
d”P) = & I’ [Z(N/(~ -BY’ ’ cd 
d I’ 
= mw>‘I 
1. I .4 =4 
Hence. 
g,(w) = 5 wz@>>‘ll~! 1.4-4 I-U 
= l/r! Dr[eZ’.“o] ].1=4. 
Thus, the result follows for (L’,). The result follows for (L’,‘) by application 
of Lemma 2. 
COROLLARY~. Let Q be a simply connected domain and let W and h, 
(k = 0, l,..., p - 1) be analytic on R with W(0), a p-symmetric domain. 
Suppose R, c 0 is a simply connected domain such that W is univalent on 
R, and W(fl,) = W(0). Let Z: W(B,)-, 0, be the inverse of W. Let A(A) 
and E be as deJned in Theorem 4 with det E # 0. Then K[S2] is a uniqueness 
class for the functionals defined in (4.2) and (4.3) tf and only tf W is 
univalent on 0, i.e., Sa = 0,) and A(l) # 0 for all I in W(a) such that I # 0. 
Proof If A@) has a zero /3 in W(a) other than the origin then (4.5) 
yields a function in K[a] other than the zero function for which all of the 
functionals in (4.2) and (4.3) vanish. If d(l) has only one zero, the origin, in 
W(0) and W is not univalent on Q, then T’ in the proof of the theorem is 
not one-to-one. See [ 5 ]. By Lemma 2 with A containing one element. K]R ] 
is not a uniqueness class for (4.2) or for (4.3). 
If d(J) has only one zero in W(n) and W is analytic and univalent on R. 
then we obtain directly from Theorem 4 that K[Q] is a uniqueness class for 
both (4.2) and (4.3). 
Next, we give an example of the type of results possible if a continuous 
linear operator whose dual is one-to-one and onto is applied to the sequences 
of generating functions with which we’ve been dealing. The general theorem 
here has been stated in ]5 ]. 
EXAMPLE 3. Set p = 2, h,(c) = I, h,(r) = er, { g,,(r)} = ([“I, and R = the 
complex plane. Apply the operator T: H(R) 4 H(R) defined by ] T(y) I(i) = 
y(c) + Q’(c) for each 7 in H(0) to the sequence (b?,, +,JC)}, where 
b?“, k(C) = h,(C) Pn (k = 0, I; n = 0, I,...) to obtain the sequence 
{(‘}U ((2n + l)c’“el+ [‘“+‘eS}. Now, (T(b,,+,), f)=O if and only if 
@ Zn+k? T’(J)) = 0 for each k = 0, 1; n = 0, l,.... where T’ denotes the dual 
of T. From Schoenberg’s Theorem [ 141 which is included in Theorem I. 
T’(f) must be a finite linear combination of the functions sin(nnw) 
(n = 1, 2,...). Note that T’ has the integral representation 
so that ] T’(J)J(w) = f(w) + C@(W). Thus, ] T’(f)J(o) is a finite linear 
combination of the function sin(n7cw) (n = 1,2,...) if and only if f is a finite 
linear combination of the functions (cos WXIJ - 1)/w (n = 1,2,...). Finally, f 
in K[n] with JC2”‘(0) = 0 and (2n + 1) S”“)( 1) + f ‘2n ’ I’( 1) = 0 
(n = 0, l,...) if and only if f is a finite linear combination of the functions 
(cos n7xfJ - 1)/w (n = I, 2,...). 
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